




A Letter from the Owner …
And Thank You!

Thank you so much for your purchase!  Please read through this short
PDF, because it will help you get incredible results from using this product – plus you will learn 
our exact recommendation for the best way to use your Bulgaria lavender Oil !

You might wonder ...

Why Essential Oil Labs?
In 2014, inspired by the idea of a line of 100% pure and natural essential oils that 
are sourced from sustainably harvested ares benefiting local communities. 

Our desire was to make the essential oil buying experience an incredible one … and 
that’s why I wrote this guide. In this PDF, you will learn how to best use this product, 
its amazing benefits, with some incredible uses for the entire family…  so that you 
will LOVE the experience of using it every day!

Connect With Us
We love to connect with fans of EOLs. We would love it if you would join our special VIP Club to 
stay connected:

http://essentialoillabs.com/VIP/

If I can be of service, do not hesitate to contact me personally. I personally reply to all emails 
and I love to hear from our customers.

Regards,
Quinton Jeffries,
Co-Founder, Essential Oil Labs
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction to Lavender Oil
 
Essential oils are gaining more popularity in mainstream society and are being used for 
more things outside the world of aromatherapy. Lavender oil is one of the most popu-
lar essential oils due to its many benefits as well as its fragrant aroma. With a surge of 
the population looking to break their dependency on man-made chemical products, 
essential oils like lavender oil are being used in homemade remedies and cleaning 
products while still being used for its aromatherapy purposes, too.

Widely grown in Bulgaria, India (Kashmir, to be exact), and in the Mediterranean lav-
ender oil is distilled from the beautiful, floral lavender plant to create the beneficial 
oil. The word lavender comes from the Latin word for “wash” (lavare) and is believed to 
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have been so named due to its clean and fresh fragrance. You can use lavender oil on 
its own for its calming benefits or you can mix it with other essential oils and natural 
products to create great home remedies for various medicinal and nonmedicinal is-
sues. Here, you’ll find out the benefits of lavender oil as well as how it works and what 
scientific research has found out about it thus far. You’ll also get some great recipes 
that will allow you to get the full benefit of your Essential Oil Labs lavender oil.
 

About Lavender Oil 

Lavender oil is made through steam distillation of the flowers that are grown on the 
lavender plant. These flowers are what give the plant and the oil their pleasant aroma. 
The flowers have been used in tinctures and potpourri for hundreds of years and has 
been used in perfume, too. As aromatherapy became popular, the oil was used along 
with the flowers. 

Lavender oil is colorless and water insoluble. It’s made up of linalool, linalyl acetate 
and other natural phytochemicals including lavandulyl acetate, lavandulol, 1,8-cineole, 
camphor, and terpinen-4-ol. These are monoterpenoids and sesquiterpenoids, classes 
of terpenes that are organic compounds found in plants that give them their aromas; 
they’re widely found in essential oils. All in all, there are over 150 compounds in lav-
ender oil, but not all of them are in high concentrations. All of the components of the 
essential oil are what lend to its beneficial properties like the antibacterial properties 
or antispasmodic properties of lavender. Specifically regarding EOL Premium Select 
lavender oil, which is Bulgaria lavender oil, it’s primarily made up of 31 percent linalool 
and 34 percent linalyl acetate.
 

History of Lavender Oil

Lavender has been popular for centuries across the globe. Writings that go back thou-
sands of years show that lavender oil has been used often in ancient religious ceremo-
nies and medicinally throughout time. Specifically, ancient Romans used the essential 
oil for cooking, as an air freshener, and for bathing while the ancient Egyptians used 
the oil as perfume and during their mummification process.

One of the most well-known historical uses for lavender oil was noted in the Bible where 
Mary was said to have anointed the baby Jesus with lavender oil (it was referred to as 
nard in the texts based on the Greek name for the plant, naardus). It’s also mentioned 
in other parts of the Judeo-Christian religious text including the “Song of Solomon.” 
Due to lavender oil’s many uses and benefits, its popularity withstood the test of time 
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which is why it’s still used today. 
 

Dosage and Interaction

You’ll be using your EOL  lavender oil in different ways. If you’re following a recipe 
for a homemade remedy or beauty product, follow the instructions and use only the 
amount of lavender oil that the recipe calls for. If using a diffuser at home, follow the 
directions on your diffuser for proper dosage. When using the essential oil in a bath 
for aromatherapy purposes, the common dosage is six drops for every 20 liters of bath 
water whereas inhalation of the oil should be two to four drops in two to three cups of 
boiling water. If you’re using the lavender oil for a body massage, use only one to four 
drops of lavender oil mixed with 1 tablespoon of carrier oil. While ingestion isn’t always 
recommended, if you do use it internally, the usual dosage is one to four drops mixed 
in water or on a sugar cube. The oral use of the oil isn’t widely recommended as it can 
cause nausea and vomiting in some people, too.

If you have a known allergy to lavender, don’t use the oil in any capacity. Professionals 
recommend that pregnant or nursing mothers shouldn’t use lavender as it might have 
emmenagogue properties which can cause menstruation and can be harmful to these 
women. 

In terms of interactions with medications, lavender oil might increase the sedative ef-
fects of CNS depressants, sleep aids, depression medication, or anticonvulsants due to 
its calming properties. Lavender might also cause a bleeding risk when used while tak-
ing an anticoagulant and it might also increase the effectiveness of cholesterol medi-
cations like statins. Similarly, if you’re having a planned surgery or will be going under 
anesthesia soon, don’t use lavender oil.

If you’ve already begun using lavender essential oil and are noticing any adverse ef-
fects, stop using the oil immediately and, if necessary, contact a doctor for help. Topi-
cal side effects can include itching, burning, cracked skin, redness, hives, and similar 
skin reactions while respiratory problems can be caused by inhalation and nausea and 
vomiting from oral ingestion can occur. If you notice topical side effects, don’t rinse 
with water as this can spread the irritation. Instead, use a plain carrier oil like coconut 
oil or avocado oil to cleanse the area. 

When using lavender oil or any other essential oil, it’s important to make sure that the 
oil you’re using is pure and of a high quality. Only high-quality oils like EOL formulas 
should be used so you’re sure to get a natural oil with little to no impurities. This will 
give you the maximum benefit from the oil while leaving you with little problems that 
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can be caused by additives. Never use synthetic oils in the same way as pure essential 
oils. 
 

Lavender Oil Studies and Research

With the popularity of essential oils increasing, more scientific research is being done 
on them to verify their benefits. International studies have been done to test lavender 
oil’s effect on certain things like blood sugar, the immune system, and even serious 
issues like cancer. Here are a few research studies done on lavender oil that can help 
prove to you the power of this essential oil.

In China, researchers found that lavender oil can help the human body create three an-
tioxidants known as catalase, glutathione, and superoxide dismutase (SOD) in as little 
as 22 hours. This can help your body cleanse itself of toxins that it might have absorbed 
during your daily activities. Similarly, Romanian scientists found that inhaling the oil 
for one hour a day can help protect your cells from various kinds of damage, some that 
can even cause cancer. These results were determined after only one week of inhaling 
the oil.

In a 2014 study done in Tunisia, the blood sugar effects of lavender oil were tested. This 
was a 15-day study that found that lavender oil actually warded off blood glucose spikes, 
protected against weight gain, reduced metabolic disorder, and helped decrease the 
depletion of kidney and liver antioxidants as well as their dysfunctions. These findings 
are believed to be because of the antioxidant properties of the lavender oil. 

Research studies done in 2013 showed that lavender oil can also be beneficial for neu-
rological issues including anxiety and depression, migraines, and stress. More so, a 
study showed that the oil can also be used for sleep disorders and showed that the oil 
had a positive effect on the duration of sleep, the amount of time it took participants 
to fall asleep, as well as the restfulness of the sleep. It also helped decrease the symp-
toms of insomnia. No side effects were recorded from the oil as were recorded with 
other treatments for these disorders (Prozac and similar prescription drugs). Similarly, 
the oil has shown to be beneficial in reducing symptoms related to Alzheimer’s disease 
and is believed to help slow down the development of this disease in those with a pre-
disposition for it. Other scientific studies have proven the lavender oil can help combat 
brain oxidative stress in rodents with dementia (after inhaling the vapor for one hour 
a day). A 2012 study found that lavender oil can also be a treatment for stroke patients 
due to its neurological benefits.

In other research, a 2012 aromatherapy study done on 28 high-risk postpartum wom-
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en showed that the oil helped reduce postnatal depression and lowered anxiety over 
a four-week period. A similar study showed that the oil is beneficial for those dealing 
with PTSD as well as depression. 

Other studies have proven lavender oil’s antimicrobial properties, especially when 
combined with similar essential oils including tea tree oil, cinnamon oil, and clove oil. 
Blends with those oils were proven to be beneficial in fighting off different bacterial 
and fungal infections. Studies also found that the oil is good for treating eczema.

Finally, a study used lavender oil along with rosemary oil, thyme oil, and cedarwood oil 
along with jojoba and grapeseed oil to battle bald spots. The mixtures were massaged 
into the scalp with a warm towel around the head for two minutes and saw improve-
ment with hair growth. 
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Chapter 2:
Benefits of Lavender Oil
 
Lavender oil has been used for many different reasons across the globe and over centu-
ries. It’s been used for religious ceremonies, as a food additive, as an air freshener, and 
for various health benefits. Nowadays, the essential oil is commonly used for helping 
with emotional stress and anxiety, to heal superficial wounds and burns, to improve 
sleep, to cleanse the skin, as an antioxidant, to treat skin conditions, and to alleviate 
headaches. 
 

Sleep Aid

Lavender oil, as well as lavender petals, can help induce sleep in people with insomnia 
or just in people who have trouble falling asleep at the end of the day. Studies have 
proven these benefits over and over again in people of various ages and those with 
and without diagnosable insomnia. Simply inhaling the oil or diffusing it in your bed-
room can help. You can also sprinkle some on your pillow to help you fall asleep easier. 
It’s believed to be so beneficial that it can replace pharmaceutical sleep aids.
 

Nervous System Help
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Since lavender oil has a calming effect, it is beneficial for nerve and anxiety problems. 
If you’re dealing with things like migraines/headaches, tension/emotional stress, or 
depression and anxiety inhaling lavender oil can calm your nervous system and help 
spark mental activity that can calm anxiety. Studies have shown that lavender oil can 
actually increase your cognitive function while decreased your mental stress. When 
your mind is at ease the effects of things like stress and anxiety can be diminished as 
your mind functions in a better fashion.
 

Skin Conditions

Lavender oil is one of the most beneficial essential oils for treating skin conditions in-
cluding acne. Acne is embarrassing and unsightly and can affect everyone from pu-
bescent teens to adults. This condition occurs when sebum isn’t properly secreted and 
causes backups. As this sebum builds up, bacteria begins to feed off of it and creates 
acne. The lavender oil can actually stop the bacteria from forming and causing the in-
fections that lead to your acne due to its antibacterial properties. It also helps regulate 
the amount of sebum your body creates. By adding this essential oil to your skin cream 
or by creating your own home remedy using the oil, you can combat acne without 
harsh ingredients like benzoyl peroxide.

Generally speaking, lavender oil is soothing and has antiseptic and antifungal prop-
erties, too. This makes it beneficial in treating things like eczema and psoriasis, burns, 
wrinkles and other signs of aging, and inflammatory conditions. It can also help heal 
superficial sunburns, cuts and scrapes, and small wounds and burns by aiding in the 
creation of scar tissue.
 

Pain Relief

Lavender oil can also help reduce the pain caused by sore and achy muscles, lumbago, 
sprains, rheumatism, and general backaches. It can also help relieve pain caused by 
operations. This can be because of the oil’s aid in blood circulation. When your blood 
flow is better, pain can be minimized as well as related issues like swelling. To prove 
this, a study was done where lavender oil vapor was mixed with oxygen and used on 
people revived after a major surgery. Those people experienced less pain than those 
who were revived using oxygen alone. 
 

Respiratory Aid

If you suffer from respiratory disorders including chronic coughs, asthma, whooping 
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cough, tonsillitis, sinus congestion, bronchitis, or laryngitis lavender oil can help. This 
can be done topically or through inhalation. It can clear up congestion, loosen phlegm, 
and help clear up infections due to its antibacterial properties that were already men-
tioned. The lavender oil can help you recover from colds faster or it can simply keep 
chronic conditions like asthma at bay. 
 

Immune System Support

Based on the aforementioned antibacterial properties as well as the antifungal and an-
tioxidant properties it’s no surprise that lavender oil can be beneficial to your immune 
system. Using the essential oil regularly through its various applications can help your 
body build up resistance to diseases and outside health influences. The various antivi-
ral qualities make the oil a great weapon against strong diseases including diphtheria, 
tuberculosis, and typhoid. Studies have even shown that lavender oil can be stronger 
than ascorbic acid in terms of immune system support.
 

Hair Care Benefits

Essential oils can also be used in lieu of chemical beauty products. Lavender oil is no 
exception. This oil can help fight off lice and nits (including the eggs) and can also treat 
hair loss due to alopecia. It can also aid in cleaning your hair due to its various proper-
ties. The oil can also calm down frizz and add shine to dull hair. In the following chap-
ters, you’ll find recipes for homemade hair products that use lavender oil that you can 
try at home.
 

Other Health Benefits 

Lavender oil can help stimulate urine production and restore your hormonal balance 
which can decrease inflammation of the bladder as well as cystitis. It can also help re-
lieve various urinary disorders and help with any cramping that can come with those 
disorders.

This essential oil can also help treat a condition known as leucorrhoea. This is a condi-
tion that causes excess vaginal discharge in women. While this secretion isn’t harmful 
(it actually helps your body flush out toxins and bacteria), leucorrhoea can be too ex-
cessive and can be caused by an estrogen imbalance. If you’re dealing with excessive 
vaginal discharge, lavender oil can help treat it while it also treats the bacterial infec-
tions that might be leading to your discharge.
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Inhaling lavender oil can also have a positive effect on blood circulation. It can even 
lower your blood pressure and relieve hypertension. This can help oxygenation of the 
organs while promoting muscle health. This whole process can have a positive effect 
on brain activity as well as help protect you against heart attacks and other circulatory 
problems including atherosclerosis. 

The oil can also aid in digestion. Lavender oil can increase the movement of your food 
through your intestine which can help you digest your food better. It can also aid in the 
creation of bile and other gastric juices which aid in digestion. The oil can treat things 
like stomach pain, colic, diarrhea, vomiting, indigestion, and flatulence.

Finally, lavender oil is proving to be more and more beneficial in cancer prevention. 
There needs to be more research done on the matter, but studies in mice have shown 
that lavender oil when combined with other essential oils, can prevent breast cancer 
from developing in the mice. Human trials haven’t been done to prove this, but it’s a 
good sign that the essential oil might be able to battle the effects of cancer.
 

Non-medicinal Benefits

The various properties of lavender oil also make it beneficial for non-medicinal uses. 
For example, its antibacterial properties allow it to be used in household cleaning. You 
can make your own household cleaning products with lavender oil and other natural 
ingredients (recipes found in later chapters). 

The oil can also be used as an insect repellent. The oil repels mosquitos, moths, and 
other insects that can bite you. Similarly, the oil can be used to treat bug bites that 
have already occurred thanks to its anti-inflammatory properties. The oil is so good for 
repelling insects that commercial bug sprays are beginning to use lavender oil in their 
ingredients. 
 
These are just a few of the benefits related to lavender oil. The various properties of 
the essential oil mean that it can have additional benefits that go beyond what is listed 
here. Use your lavender oil in the recipes provided or simply follow the general appli-
cation guidelines and see what the benefits are for yourself.
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Chapter 3: 
How to Use Lavender Oil
 
Lavender oil has been used with much success for different things over multiple cen-
turies and in different civilizations. From things like medicine and cosmetics to disin-
fecting and air freshening, this essential oil is beneficial in multiple ways. With the use 
of modern science, the benefits that have been known for centuries can now be tested 
and proven which only enhances the oil’s popularity. Lavender oil can be used in vari-
ous ways depending on what you’re trying to achieve. This oil can be safely applied to 
the skin (two drops mixed with a carrier oil), can be inhaled safely (three to four drops 
in a diffuser), and can sometimes be taken orally (one drop to 4 ounces of liquid, but 
there are warnings against this). 
 

How it Works

The chemical makeup of lavender oil is what gives it the various beneficial proper-
ties that allow it to be used to treat different things. The terpenes in the oil enter your 
bloodstream and can travel through your body and help where needed. They also are 
able to travel through the blood-brain barrier which can allow the healing properties 
of the oil to help your body on a cellular level. When you ingest, inhale, or absorb the 
oil topically, you’re introducing the beneficial compounds into your body where they 
can combat toxins and help clear up any issues within your body. 
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Lavender oil’s effectiveness is also believed to come from a psychological level. The 
aroma of the oil produces a calming effect that can benefit you on a mental level in-
stead of a physical one. Once you’re relaxed mentally, your body can better function 
on a physiological level without battling stress or anxiety. 

Choose the application that is best for you and the problem you’re looking to combat 
and use the oil following all directions for the best result.
 

Oral Application

Most professionals believe that lavender oil should not be ingested due to serious 
health problems that can arise. You can suffer from blurry vision, burning eyes, diar-
rhea, nausea, vomiting, and difficulty breathing. That being said, there are other profes-
sionals who believe that high-quality lavender oil can be ingested in very small doses. 
They recommend using the oil as a flavor enhancer in baked goods or salad dressings. 
The recommended dose for this is one or two drops in a recipe. You can also add two 
drops to a glass of water and drink it. Oral application is not recommended in children 
or in people with sensitive digestive systems. Speak to a professional like a doctor or a 
certified aromatherapist for their advice on ingesting lavender oil.

Dried lavender flowers can be made into a lavender tea which can be ingested without 
a problem. If you want to get internal benefits from lavender but are concerned about 
the possible side effects of ingesting the oil, consider doing this instead. 
 

Topical Application

Applying lavender oil directly to a problem area on your skin or using it topically to 
battle things like headaches or stomach discomfort is easy and quite effective. You can 
use lavender oil directly on your skin, but it’s always recommended that you dilute your 
essential oils in a carrier oil. A carrier oil is a benign oil that is gentle and can dilute the 
heavier oils that can be too strong for your skin alone. You can use aloe vera or coconut 
oil which have benefits for your skin on their own. You can also mix lavender oil with 
other essential oils for topical application. You can aid sunburns with lavender oil and 
aloe vera or mix it with frankincense essential oil to reduce age spots on your skin. It 
can also be used for canker sore recovery as well as for chapped lips when paired with 
shea butter, coconut oil, or jojoba oil. You can also rub lavender oil into your temples 
and other pulse points to battle nausea or headaches. Doing this with a blend of pep-
permint essential oil works even better.
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To use lavender oil for massages, you should dilute the oil with a carrier oil and mas-
sage the area in question. This can really help you relieve the pain of sore muscles after 
a workout or other strenuous activity. This won’t just work topically, you’ll also be able 
to breathe in the vapors created by the oil and get the aromatherapy benefits, too. The 
recommended dosage here is about five drops of essential oil for every 10ml of carrier 
oil for adults. Children and the elderly should use no more than two drops in the same 
amount of carrier oil.

For adults, you should add one to two drops per tablespoon of carrier oil for other uses 
than body massages. When using lavender oil, avoid any contact with mucous mem-
branes (the mouth and nostrils) and your eyes. Children can safely use lavender oil topi-
cally when it is well diluted. It can be used on minor cuts, burns, scrapes and similar su-
perficial skin traumas. While it is safe, there have been studies that warn against using 
lavender oil frequently on prepubescent boys. These studies aren’t clear and haven’t 
been tested enough to make any sure claims, but the studies say that lavender oil 
can have negative effects on hormones which can cause problems like gynecomastia 
(breast development in males). Use caution when using the oil on young boys.

While topical use of essential oils is considered safe, especially when they’re diluted 
with a carrier oil, there is still a chance that people with allergies or sensitive skin will 
experience some problems. To avoid any unforeseen complications, do a spot test on 
your skin before beginning any extensive essential oil use. Pick a discreet spot on your 
skin (the top of the feet or the inside of your arm work best) and apply the diluted oil 
to a small area. Watch it for at least an hour. If you notice that everything is normal you 
can assume that you have no sensitivities to the oil and can use it as you like. However, 
any burning, itching, redness, raised bumps, or similar irritation should be noted. This 
can happen over a 24 hour period. If you notice any of that, stop using the oil imme-
diately. The irritation should clear up on its own but you can choose to flush your skin 
using a carrier oil on its own. Never use water to wash away an oil, it will only spread 
the oil around creating a bigger problem. If you have more severe complications like 
breathing problems, excessive swelling, or a fever seek medical attention immediately. 
 

Inhalation/Aromatherapy

Aromatherapy is probably the most popular use for essential oils. This is the process of 
inhaling the vapors created by your essential oils in order to benefit from their proper-
ties. The scents created by the vapor can heal your body as well as your mind and spirit. 
You can utilize aromatherapy by simply inhaling the oil or using a diffuser to spread 
the vapor throughout a room. You can also benefit from it by making compresses or 
using the oils in baths or steamy showers. Body massages can also provide you with 
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aromatherapy relief as previously stated. 

You will be surprised how beneficial just inhaling the essence of an essential oil can be 
for your body. This is because those beneficial terpenes can be transmitted into your 
body through inhalation. The usual dosage for inhalation is two to four drops of lav-
ender oil in two or three cups of boiling water. This will allow you to breathe in the oil-
infused steam which can help with neurological issues including sleep disorders. This 
is also great to get relief from colds or other respiratory problems. The steam can also 
help clear up acne and help even out discoloration in your skin. When doing this, place 
a towel over your head so the steam doesn’t disperse into the air. Keep your eyes shut 
as the oil-infused steam might burn your eyes. 

You can also add around eight drops to a bath to aid sore muscles. To get more ben-
efits add a capful of milk or some Epsom salts to the bathwater to help the oil blend 
with the water. You can also use the oil in a shower by adding three drops of the oil 
along with a capful of water onto your head. As the water rinses out the oil, cup your 
hands over your face and inhale deeply. If you have a diffuser or vaporizer you can use 
lavender oil that way by following the directions for your individual diffuser or vapor-
izer. Finally, you can also add a few drops of lavender oil to a handkerchief or a wash-
cloth and inhale the oil whenever needed. This is a great idea if you’re dealing with an 
ongoing cold or if you’re out and about and trying to keep a handle on anxiety, stress, 
or depression.

While inhaling essential oils is quite safe, you should always be cautious when using 
this method especially if you have asthma or a similar condition. Lavender oil is strong 
and can sometimes irritate lungs in people with compromised respiratory systems. If 
you have sensitive eyes the vapor can affect you, too. Similarly, sensitive skin might 
flare up from the oil-infused steam. If you believe that any of this might be an issue, 
you may want to consult your use of the essential oil with a doctor or with a certified 
aromatherapist who can guide you through the use of essential oils including your lav-
ender oil.
 

Other Uses

While the three aforementioned uses are the most popular, you can use lavender oil in 
other ways, too. You can dilute the oil with water and spritz it on to use it as a natural 
perfume. You can also rub it directly onto your skin as a perfume (this will be a much 
stronger smell, however). Using a water dilution again, you can lightly spray this dilu-
tion to your hair or to your clothes to freshen up after being outside on a hot day. For 
an added benefit, keep the spray bottle with the water-lavender dilution in the refrig-
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erator. You can add other essential oils to this to create different fragrance blends, too. 
These mixes will also have other benefits like insect repellent or aromatherapy ben-
efits. By using various essential oils to create different fragrances, you can save a ton of 
money on perfume or cologne! 

Similarly, you can make air fresheners with your lavender oil. You can create your own 
in a spray bottle and spritz it around your home to freshen up stale spaces. You can also 
use a diffuser to do this. To help you sleep you can spray this around your bedroom or 
directly on your pillow and sheets, too. Lavender oil is so versatile that you can com-
bat multiple problems at once. In the next chapter, you’ll also find recipes for cleaning 
products you can make with lavender oil, too. Don’t limit yourself to these uses. Explore 
the various ways you can use lavender oil on your own.
 

Uses with Complimentary Oils

It was mentioned often that you can use lavender oil with other essential oils. This will 
allow you to get the beneficial properties of multiple oils at the same time. This means 
that you’ll have a more potent blend that can benefit you completely. Lavender oil 
blends well fragrance-wise with cedarwood oil, geranium oil, pine oil, nutmeg oil, and 
clary sage oil. It also blends will, beneficially speaking, with lemon oil, frankincense oil, 
eucalyptus oil, and peppermint oil.
 

Precautions

You should only use high-quality essential oils like EOL formulas. Never use synthetic or 
fragrance oils in place of essential oils. These oils have additives and impurities in them 
that can harm you. As previously mentioned, pregnant and nursing women should stay 
away from lavender oil especially when in their first trimester. The oil can cause uterine 
bleeding in some people. If you have sensitivities or allergies, avoid the oil, too. Always 
do a spot test before use if you’re unsure about your skin’s sensitive nature and be sure 
to properly dilute your lavender oil. If you notice that the oil is causing you breathing 
discomfort, stop using it and vent the room in order to get rid of the vapors from the 
oil. 

If you do decide to use the lavender oil orally by ingesting it in food or in a drink, please 
use caution and only do so with the highest quality oil like the EOL formula you have 
purchased. If you do use the oil internally take note of any nausea or digestive prob-
lems and stop using the oil immediately. Lavender oil is strong and can be harmful if 
ingested. Remember, no more than a few drops should be ingested for you to receive 
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the proper benefits.

When using the oil in children remember the warning about frequent use in prepu-
bescent boys. While the studies aren’t considered to be confirmed yet, the possibility 
of the lavender oil hindering hormones shouldn’t be ignored. Use the oil sparingly and 
well-diluted in these cases. 
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Chapter 4: 
Lavender Oil Recipes
 
You now have enough information about lavender oil and its many uses and benefits 
along with knowledge about its chemical makeup that you can start using the oil suc-
cessfully on your own. Here you’ll find some great recipes and generally uses for lav-
ender oil that you can make on your own at home. Some will call just for essential oils 
while others may call for other natural ingredients that will work with your lavender 
oil in order to create great home remedies. These products can help you save money 
and break your dependency on chemically made store bought items. They can even 
make great gifts for your family and friends when jarred up in a nice glass container 
and wrapped in a bow. Go through the various recipes and start trying them out at 
your leisure.
 

Tips for Mixing Oils and Making Bulk Products

As you read through some of the recipes, you’ll notice that some are for single-use rem-
edies while others are bulk remedies that you can use multiple times and store away 
for later use. For those products, there are some tips that you should follow.

When you’re mixing your various oils in your storage container, it’s best to split your 
carrier oil in half. In other words, if the recipe calls for 10ml of avocado oil, pour 5ml in 
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first and save the other 5ml for the end. After you add your first half of carrier oil add in 
your essential oils then top off your container with your remaining carrier oil. This will 
ensure that you have enough room in your bottle/jar/etc. for all of your essential oils. 
You should also make sure that you always leave some space between the top of your 
solution and the cap of your container so your oil blend can breathe properly. Aim to 
leave about an inch of empty air at the top of your container.

When combining your oils, always do so in a gentle manner. You don’t want to shake 
a bottle too vigorously or stir things together too quickly to mix your ingredients. Do-
ing this can actually damage the compounds in the oils which can diminish their ben-
efits. You should also make sure that you never leave your blends near excessive heat 
sources or bright lights. Both can change the composition of the oils and make them 
spoil sooner than they should. Store your mixes in airtight containers and place them 
in a cool, dark place like in a cabinet. You should also use amber-colored glass contain-
ers to help your blends stay fresh as long as possible. Plastic containers, even those 
that are BPA-free can leak chemicals into your oil blend. You can use plastic but make 
sure it’s BPA free. Also, never mix or store your oils in metal bowls, containers, or pots. 
Choose glass or ceramic pots and bowls when mixing recipes that require such items. 
 

Using the Oil on its Own

Lavender oil is quite beneficial all on its own so it’s possible for you to use it without 
any other ingredients (besides a carrier oil when used topically). You can follow the 
recommendations from the previous chapter and rub the oil on your temples to help 
with headaches or directly on sore muscles. You can also massage it into your abdo-
men to relieve cramping. You can also use it on its own for aromatherapy as described 
in the previous chapter or use it with caution orally in food recipes or in water. 
 

Simple Mixes

Here are a few simple mixes that you can make on your own using lavender oil and 
other essential oils. These are blends that you can use for aromatherapy or topical use 
to deal with various problems.

You can create a blend of lavender and bergamot for a calming diffusion that can help 
you relax after a long day or to help combat anxiety or emotional stress. Use nine drops 
of each essential oil and a diffuser according to the individual instructions. If you don’t 
have a diffuser you can put the drops of oil in a pot of boiling water and breathe in the 
vapors that way. 
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Another simple mix is great for children and is labeled as a kid-friendly bad dream de-
fender. This is great if you have a young child who has some anxiety about going to 
sleep. Create an oil blend using nine drops each of lavender oil and sweet orange oil. 
These aromas will provide your child with comfort and relaxation that will allow them 
to drift off to sleep without a problem. This can work obviously work great for anyone 
who needs help falling asleep. Use this in a diffuser or put it in a small spray bottle and 
spray it around the room. Your child can spray it around to battle their bad dreams, too. 
This can have great psychological benefits for them too since they’ll be taking control 
of their own fear or anxiety.

For adults with sleep issues, lavender oil can be mixed with chamomile oil and magne-
sium oil (nine drops each in a diffuser or sprayed around the room). Mixing lavender 
with peppermint oil (two drops each) and applying it to your temples or the back of 
your neck can help combat headaches, too.

A final simple mix is lavender oil mixed with coconut oil. You’ll mix five drops of coco-
nut oil with one drop of lavender oil and use it for healing burns, eczema flare ups, or 
other superficial skin injuries. 

Those are just a few simple mixes that you can use on your own. The following recipes 
are for specific purposes and use different ingredients along with your lavender oil. 
Be sure to follow all mixing instructions and amounts as well as application directions 
in order to properly use all oils in question and get the maximum benefits. Keep the 
aforementioned mixing tips in mind, too.
 

Lavender Soap

This is a great homemade soap that only required two ingredients. This will take about 
an hour to make and another three days to set. When all is said and done, this should 
make about 18 small bars of soap that you can use or give away as gifts. To make this 
recipe, you’ll need the listed ingredients as well as a 9x9 nonstick cake pan that has 
been greased wit cooking oil or spray, wax paper, tape, and a silicon spatula. You’ll also 
need a double boiler and a kitchen scale that can measure ounces. Note: if you don’t 
have a double boiler you can make your own using a heat-safe glass measuring cup 
and a saucepan of water. Simply fill the saucepan with water situate the glass measur-
ing cup in the saucepan with your ingredients and allow the water in the saucepan to 
boil. 
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Ingredients:

* 1 fl oz Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 2 1/2 lbs melt and pour soap base

Directions:

Spray your non-stick cake pan with cooking spray or oil and then line it completely 
with wax paper folding the excess paper over the rim of the plan. Tape the loose edges 
down and set the pan aside. In your double boiler, heat your soap base on low until it’s 
melted. Once melted, remove from heat. Stir soap base until smooth and cool. Add lav-
ender oil and stir again to combine ingredients. Pour mixture into prepared pan and al-
low it to set. This should firm up in an hour or so. Once firm, turn pan over and remove 
soap. Cut it into individual bars. Allow three days to pass before using the soap. After 
three days, use as you would commercial soap.
 

Lavender Hand/Body Wash

This is a simple body wash that you can use in or out of the shower. It features your lav-
ender oil as well as other essential oils that provide their own cleansing benefits. This 
recipe makes 4 fluid ounces of body wash and should be stored in an amber-colored 
glass bottle.

Ingredients:

* 42 drops Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 3 drops clary sage oil

* 3 drops chamomile oil

* 4 oz unscented liquid soap

Directions:

Measure out your liquid soap in your amber-colored glass storage bottle (remember 
your mixing tips!). Add in your essential oils and close the container tightly. Shake the 
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bottle gently in order to combine your ingredients. Store in a cool, dark place when not 
in use. To use, simply pour some soap into your hand and wash as you normally would.
 

Peppermint Lavender Body Mist

A body mist is meant to invigorate you and to refresh you. This body mist features your 
lavender oil as well as some complimentary oils that will lift your spirits. This recipe 
makes two fluid ounces at a time. Besides the listed ingredients you’ll also need an am-
ber-colored spray bottle (preferably one used in hair salons since the atomizer is made 
for thicker solutions). 

Ingredients:

* 1/4 tsp Essential Oil Labs sweet almond oil

* 12 drops Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 6 drops Essential Oil Labs peppermint oil

* 6 drops spearmint oil

* 2 fl oz water

Directions:

Pour the water and your sweet almond oil into your spray bottle. Add your essential oils 
and shake your bottle gently to combine your ingredients well (you’ll have to shake a 
little longer than usual since oils and water will naturally separate). Store in a cool, dark 
place or, for more of a refreshing spray, store it in the refrigerator. To use this, shake 
gently and then spray lightly on exposed skin.
 

Lavender Chamomile Face Mist

This face mist is meant to calm you down and prepare you to relax for the night. You 
can use it before bed after you wash your face as usual. This recipe makes two fluid 
ounces. Use an amber-colored spray mist bottle like the one suggested in the above 
recipe.
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Ingredients:

* 15 drops Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 2 drops clary sage oil

* 2 drops chamomile oil

* 5 drops Essential Oil Labs lemon oil

* 2 fl oz water

Directions: 

Add your essential oils to your spray bottle first and close the bottle. Shake the bottle 
gently to combine the oils. Open the bottle again and pour the water into the bottle. 
Close it again and shake it gently to further combine everything. Store in a cool, dark 
place or in the refrigerator. To use the mist, close your eyes and mouth tightly and 
lightly spray the mist on your face.
 

Tamanu and Lavender Shaving Cream

This is a natural shaving cream that you can use in place of your store-bought shav-
ing cream. Other than the listed ingredients you’ll need mixing bowls, a double boiler 
(or your homemade double boiler) as well as an amber-colored glass container with a 
tight-fitting lid and a hand mixer or immersion blender. This recipe makes two cups of 
shaving cream.

Ingredients:

* 75 drops Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 2 tsp Tamanu oil

* 2 tsp cocoa butter

* 2 tsp Essential Oil Labs sweet almond oil
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* 1 1/2 cups distilled water

* 1 tsp baking soda

* 4 tsp castile soap

* 1/2 cup aloe vera gel or honey (use aloe if you have sensitive skin)

Directions:

Pour cocoa butter, sweet almond oil, and Tamanu oil in your double boiler. Heat until 
mix is clarified then pour into a large mixing bowl to cool. In a separate saucepan, heat 
the water. Add castile soap and baking soda, stirring to dissolve everything. Add in the 
aloe vera gel or the honey and stir it all together. Pour the mixture into your mixing 
bowl with your oil blend and add your lavender oil. Use a hand mixer or an immersion 
blender to blend the ingredients in two-minute increments until everything is proper-
ly combined. Pour your complete mixture into your container and seal it tightly. When 
not in use, store it in a dark, cool place. To use, apply the cream to damp skin as you 
would store-bought shaving cream and shave normally.
 

Green Tea and Lavender Clay Face Mask

This clay face mask will cleanse and renew your skin. Use it after you wash and dry your 
face completely in order to benefit from the healing and cleansing properties of the in-
gredients. This recipe makes six teaspoons worth of mix. Besides the listed ingredients 
you’ll need mixing bowls.

Ingredients:

* 3 tsp bentonite clay

* 1/2 tsp baobab oil

* 10 drops Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 2 drops Essential Oil Labs rose oil

* 3 tsp hot green tea, freshly brewed
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Directions: 

Combine all ingredients in your mixing bowl and stir until smooth. Take note of mix-
ture, if it’s too dry add more tea, if too wet add more clay. To use, smooth mixture onto 
face taking care to avoid eyes, mouth, and nostrils. Allow mask to set for 15 minutes or 
until completely dry. Rinse off with warm water and pat skin dry.
 

Lavender Tea Tree Cuticle Scrub

You might take great care of your skin but some still neglect to take care of their nails 
and cuticles. This cuticle scrub is great for cleansing your cuticles and adding moisture 
to dry hands. Besides the listed ingredients you’ll need mixing bowls and an amber-
colored wide-mouthed glass jar with a tight fitting lid. This recipe makes four ounces.

Ingredients:

* 3 tbsp Essential Oil Labs sweet almond oil

* 20 drops grapefruit oil

* 18 drops Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 10 drops Essential Oil Labs tea tree oil

* 5 tbsp granulated sugar

Directions: 

Combine all ingredients in a mixing bowl and stir well to combine everything. Transfer 
mix to jar and close it tightly. When not in use, store this in a cool, dark place. To use 
this, apply a dime size amount to damp cuticles and scrub the area using light circular 
motions then rinse with warm water and pat the skin dry.
 

Lemon Lavender and Tea Tree Laundry Soap

Moving away from beauty products, this is a recipe for a laundry soap that will clean 
your clothes and have them smelling fresh. Besides the ingredients listed, you’ll need 
a box grater and an amber-colored glass container with a lid. This recipe makes slightly 
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over four cups of soap powder.

Ingredients:

* 2 tsp Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 2 tsp Essential Oil Labs tea tree oil

* 2 tsp Essential Oil Labs lemon oil

* 2 cups washing soda

* 1 bar unscented castile soap

* 2 cups Borax

Directions:

Grate the castile soap using your box grater into a mixing bowl. Add in all other ingre-
dients and mix thoroughly to form a damp powder. Store it in your airtight container 
in a dark, cool place. To use the soap, measure out 1/4 cup per normal sized loads of 
laundry.

*Note: washing soda and borax can be found in the laundry aisle of supermarkets.
 

Lavender and Sweet Orange Wax Sachets

This recipe is for decorative wax sachets that you can leave out as air fresheners or you 
can hang them in closets or tuck them away in drawers to keep your things smelling 
fresh. They’re quite pretty too so you can use them as decorative elements throughout 
your home. You’ll need a saucepan and a small paint brush along with the ingredients 
listed. This recipe makes 12 sachets.

Ingredients:

* 1 1/2 tsp Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 1 1/2 tsp Essential Oil Labs sweet orange oil
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* 1 pound beeswax, divided up

* 24 sprigs fresh lavender

* 12 dried orange slices

* 5 – 10 plastic straws cut into 1-inch pieces

* Silicon molds

* String or ribbon

Directions:

In a saucepan, heat beeswax over low heat until melted. Remove from heat and al-
low to cool slightly. Stir in essential oils. Pour 3/4 of the wax into your molds (about 
1/4 –inch full). Let wax set partially (it should still be warm and malleable). Push straws 
through the wax to form holes in the molds (these holes will be used to thread string 
or ribbon in order to hang the sachets). Dip the lavender sprigs and orange slices into 
the remaining warm wax and push them into the silicon molds. Use your paint brush 
to move wax over your garnishes and then allow all to sit and cool off. When they’re 
ready, hang the sachets by ribbon or string or place them decoratively in a bowl and 
allow their fragrance to fill the space.
 

Lavender Tea Tree Oil Home Cleaning Spray

This is a multipurpose cleaning spray that you can use around your home. The anti-
bacterial properties of the essential oils will sanitize your space without harmful or 
foul-smelling chemicals. This will also save you money on cleaning products since it’s 
relatively cheap to make. You’ll need an amber-colored spray bottle for this mixture 
(preferably glass). The recipe makes 16 fluid ounces worth of spray.

Ingredients:

* 1/2 tsp Essential Oil Labs lavender oil

* 1/2 tsp Essential Oil Labs tea tree oil
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* 1 tsp liquid castile soap

* 15 fl oz water

Directions: 

Combine the castile soap and the essential oils in your spray bottle. Swirl it gently to 
combine the ingredients. Pour in your water and close the bottle tightly. Shake the 
spray bottle gently in order to combine all of your ingredients properly. Store it away 
in a cool, dark place when not in use. To use this, spray the solution on the surface in 
question and wipe away with a clean, damp cloth.
 
These are just a handful of recipes that you can make at home using your new laven-
der oil. Remember to follow all directions, mixing tips, and dosage instructions when 
using your oil for its various purposes. Continue to explore the uses of your lavender 
oil by creating your own remedies at home. Enjoy your Essential Oil Labs lavender oil! 

Moth Sachets

Lavender oil can help you around the house as much as it can benefit your health. If 
you are dealing with moths in your home and want to help keep them out and away 
from your clothing, you may have turned to store-bought moth balls in the past. While 
those are effective, they can sometimes leave behind a not-so-pleasant odor. This great 
recipe for a moth repellant is not only effective but it also smells great and won’t leave 
any foul odors on your clothing or around your home. Besides the listed ingredients, 
you’ll need muslin bags to hold your finished product. While most of the ingredients 
are readily available at craft stores and similar places, you can always find the things 
you need online. 

Ingredients:

•	 Cedar	chips/wood	shavings

•	 3	drops	lavender	oil

•	 3	drops	geranium	oil

•	 5	drops	lemon	oil
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•	 5	drops	pine	oil

•	 1	drop	patchouli	oil

•	 Dry	lavender	leaves	(optional)

•	 Clean	pine	needles

Directions:

Place the dry ingredients in a bowl and add the drops of the essential oils onto the in-
gredients. Stir the contents of the bowl to distribute the oil throughout the dry ingre-
dients. Once complete, take the finished product and transfer it into the muslin bag(s). 
Hang the sachets anywhere you’re looking to repel moths.

Pore Tightening Mask

Lavender oil is a great astringent and can help minimize large pores on your face. If you 
have been trying in vain to shrink the pores on your face with commercial products 
that can cost you an arm and a leg, this beneficial recipe might be the answer to your 
prayers. This is a single-use recipe that needs to be made and used right away since it 
contains raw items that can’t be stored properly. Remember to keep all mixing tips in 
mind when making this recipe.

Ingredients:

•	 2	tsp	bentonite	clay

•	 2	tsp	witch	hazel

•	 1	egg

•	 2	drops	lavender	oil

•	 1	drop	wild	thyme	oil
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Directions:

Start by mixing the bentonite clay and the witch hazel in a small bowl to create a paste. 
Set that aside. In a separate bowl, crack the egg and beat it lightly. Add the egg to the 
clay paste and combine them. Add in the essential oils and combine everything one 
more time. When combined, apply the mask to your face evenly and leave it on for 
about 10 minutes. After time expires, rinse off the mask using cold water. You can do 
this about once a week or so. 

Soothing Milk Bath

A warm bath is relaxing by itself. Adding lavender oil to your bath water is more relax-
ing. Using homemade bath salts with lavender and rosemary is even more relaxing! This 
great recipe can be made in batches and stored away for future use or you can make 
some, jar them up, decorate the jar with ribbons and a fancy label and give it away as 
a personal gift for a friend or relative that could use some relaxation. Besides the listed 
ingredients, you’ll also need a glass jar with a tight-fitting lid.

Ingredients:

•	 ½	cup	powdered	buttermilk

•	 ½	cup	nonfat	powdered	milk

•	 ¾	cup	fine	sea	salt

•	 ½	cup	Dead	Sea	salt

•	 25	drops	lavender	oil

•	 12	drops	rosemary	oil

Directions:

Pour the different salts into a glass bowl and add the essential oils to them. Using 
a wooden spoon, stir the contents of the bowl in order to evenly distribute the oils 
throughout the salt mixture. Add in the rest of the ingredients and combine everything 
well. Transfer the mixture into a glass container and close the lid tightly. This recipe 
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makes enough for seven baths when you use 1/3 cup in your bath. To use this, simply 
measure out 1/3 cup of the bath salts and add them to your bath water. The aroma will 
not only be relaxing but the milks, salts, and oils will absorb into your skin and benefit 
you that way, too. When not in use, store the jar in a cool, dry place.
Note: you can add some dried lavender to the mixture for some decorative color.

Amanda Seyfried and Lavender Oil

You don’t need anyone else to convince you that lavender oil is amazing and benefi-
cial in so many different ways, but it’s still nice to hear about others enjoying what you 
enjoy. World renowned actress Amanda Seyfried know just how great lavender is and 
that is why she told an interviewer that she never travels without a bottle of lavender 
oil. Seyfried says that she uses the oil before she goes to sleep each night in order to 
relax while away from home. The actress admits to rubbing the oil onto her temples 
before going to bed and says that it brings about a welcome calming sensation.

With this information and the new recipes in your hands, you can continue to use your 
lavender oil to the fullest. This knowledge combined with that gained from the previ-
ous book should be enough to convince you that you should make sure that you never 
run out of this great essential oil. Enjoy your lavender oil and these great new recipes! 
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Want to Win Amazing Prizes?
Don’t forget to share your favorite EOL moments with us on social media!

Take a selfie with your favorite EOL essential oil and use the hashtag #EOLmoment. 
Share it on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest! For each #EOLmoment you 
share on social media you’ll be entered into a random draw for FREE product! Bonus - 
you could also be featured on our social media channels and website. We choose one 
new winner at the end of each month. The next winner could be YOU. Ready, set, go!

Click the links

https://www.facebook.com/essentialoillabs/
https://www.instagram.com/essentialoillabs/
https://www.pinterest.com/essentialoillab/
https://twitter.com/essentoillabs
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